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Library of Congress Control Number: This list is too long, but many of you are mentioned by name in the
book. Your experiments in the Socratic Circle and doing the eight ways of sensemaking experiment was an
inspiration throughout. I dedicate the book to Grace Ann Rosile, who has horsesense and has restoried me.
Boje Glossary [Page ] After each definition, the chapter or chapters in which they are developed are listed in
square brackets. Answerability has two types. First is content answerability which suits narrative, for its
obsession with verification. Second is moral answerability, being answerable as the only person in
once-occurent being who can act, who is obligated to intervene. Mikhail Bakhtin in notebooks develops the
philosophy of answerability as a young man, summarized in two books, Art and Answerability and Toward a
Philosophy of the Act Chapter 7 , Answerability, defined as how one domain of discourse answers another
[Introduction, Chapter 7 ]. Architectonic Dialogism is defined as the interanimation of three societal
discourses: Architectonic Strategy Story is defined as orchestration of ethics in relation to aesthetic and
cognitive aspects of storytelling. For it to be dialogic, the three discourses become more fully answerable to
one another, not just image management [ Chapter 7 , see also Architectonic Dialogism, Architectonic
Theatric Inquiry Method]. BME is defined as the Beginning, Middle and End progressive sequencing of
retrospective narrative, the five-senses wholeness with imposed coherency that is in vogue since Aristotle
[Introduction]. Branding is defined as sensemaking control by centralizing and unifying coherence [ Chapter 5
; see also stylistic Strategy Story Orchestration, or McStyle]. Chronotope is defined by Bakhtin as relativity of
space and time in narrative. Chronotope becomes a dialogized manner of narrating when multiple chronotopes
interact [ Chapters 4 and 6 ; see also Chronotopic Dialogism]. The theory is the chronotopes are embodied in
ways of writing, visualizing, and telling stories and narratives. I have sorted the types into my own categories
adventure, folkloric, and castle room [ Chapter 2 and 6 ]. Chronotopic Strategy Story is defined as the
juxtaposition, or possible dialogism among several ways in which space and time are being narrated [ Chapter
6 ]. Cognitive-Rational Memory of whom, what, when, where, and why, set in retrospective memory. Includes
cognitive, more transactive memory processes [ Chapter 3 ; see also aesthetic-sensory and emotive-ethical
types]. The point is there are a multiplicity of them and several types [ Chapter 3 ]: Managerial Horizontal and
vertical lines to retrospective center point Punctual Didactic silos, horizontal and diagonal, some feigning of
multiplicity Multilineal Transhistorical, break with horizontal or vertical points Polyphonic Acts of
anti-memory, mutations make points indiscernible Collective memory may be defined as the variegated,
fragmented, discontinuous organizational processes for transforming and appropriating emergent story types
into control narratives through modes of deliberation. Collective Memory Dynamics are defined as a
multiplicity of valuative standpoints on past, present, and future, and are permeated with three kinds of
memory: Critical Antenarratology is defined as a method to trace and pre-deconstruct an ongoing
interweaving living story narrating and antenarrating that is always composing and self-deconstructing. Some
deconstructed living stories die a quick death. There has been increasing interest in antenarrative theory and
research Barge ; Boje, , , a; Boje et al. Critical Spirituality is defined as the study of how people at work
engage the transcendental. It assumes that various religions and spiritualities define transcendental quite
differently. Critical Theory of the Frankfurt School i. Dialogism is a word Bakhtin never used. Dialogism is
defined as different voices, styles, and ideas expressing a plurality of logics in different ways, but not always
in the same place and time. Dialogism is different from dialogue, debate, and various dialectics Hegel, Marx,
and Mead. Five types of dialogism: Dialogue can be broadly defined as, one person addressing themselves
orally, in writing, or in theatric gesture to another person, to a third person. The emphasis in dialogue coaching
is on the pursuit of order, often defined as overcoming resistance to change through active listening, and
attaining consensus [ Chapter 9 ]. Story is a domain of discourse [ Chapter 5 , see Critical Discourse Analysis].
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Dramaturgy is defined as a theatrics of stylistic assemblage. At issue here is the ways in which stylistic
sensemaking modes interplay as either a control narrative centripetal or the counterforce of story divergence
centrifugal. Ecriture is defined by Foucault b: Emergence is the production of global patterns of behavior by
agents in a complex system interacting according to their own local rules of behavior, without intending the
global patterns of behavior that come about. In emergence, global patterns cannot be predicted from the local
rules of behavior that produce them. To put it another way, global patterns cannot be reduced to individual
behavior. Emergent stories are conceived in the here-and-now co-presence of social communicative
intercourse of narrative-memory prisons ready to capture and translate emergence [ Chapter 2 ].
Emotive-Ethical sensemaking is defined as embodied memory that provokes present ethical inquiry, and
answerability [Introduction]. Its individual and collective body memory is etched in emotions of bogey rumors
fear , pipedreams hopes , wedgedrivers distrust , and projection stereotypes [ Chapter 3 , see also
Aesthetic-Sensory, and Cognitive-Rational Memory types]. Ethics, here, is defined, as being about how, and
for whom, systemicity is consummated [ Chapter 7 ]. Fad or E3 is defined as a type of emergent story, part of
fashion and what stylistic image is in vogue. The ephemeral fad quickly fades away [ Chapter 3 ]. Folktale is
defined as a narrative, which dissociates heroic, or spiritual value link to leadership, and is retold for
entertainment value. Fragmentation defined as narrative fragments that are terse, interrupted, nonlinear and
moving, rearranging [Introduction]. Genealogy is defined as traces of the emergences, accidents, deviations,
and reversals and false appraisals Foucault, b: GLR Framework is defined here as an associative typology,
putting narratives into sameness or difference bins, and then supplementing it with a linear GLR General
Linear Reality plot line Abbott, Secrets are usually confined within a social group, or organization [ Chapter 3
]. Greek Romantic Adventure is defined as an abstract, formal system of space and time in adventure.
Heteroglossia is defined as opposing language forces of centripetal centralizing deviation-counteraction and
centrifugal decentering variety-amplification. Holographic Inquiry is defined as interrelationships of
storytelling-sensemaking and complexity-properties in any order, with from 1 to 13 or more dimensions facets
reflecting 1 another [ Chapter 1 , see also Complexity Properties, Sensemaking]. Horsesense defined by Grace
Ann Rosile as embodied telling and listening in the social moment of answering [Introduction]. Improv or E7
is defined as a type of emergent story. Spontaneous theatrics works best Boal, , , ; Stacey, [ Chapter 3 ].
Innovation or E6 is defined in managerial circles as a type of emergent story. It is what Schumpeter calls
creative destruction [ Chapter 3 ]. Living story is neither being nor non-being; it is a form of haunting. Logo is
defined as the symbol of the corporation, often not a sentence, but can be a letter or image e. Yin and Yang of
Tao, idea that managerial control does not exist without the uncontrollable [Introduction]. Master Narrative
Metaphorizations are defined as frame, machine, thermostat, cell, and plant [ Chapter 1 , Figure 1. Metascript
is defined as the multiplicity of scripts mostly unwritten ones that define the field of actions, where strategies
are plotted, characters get trained in their lines, and many feel con-scripted imprisoned in their character roles
[ Chapter 10 ]. Mission is defined as a sentence that answers the questions, who are our customers, why do we
exist? Monogon is defined as monologic, monovocality, and mono-languagedness of one-dimensional system
theory. See personality Bakhtin, Monovocal Strategy Story is defined as what is told or written by an expert,
or a dominant coalition of voices that are rather exclusionary of any wider stakeholder set of voices [ Chapter
4 ]. Monumental History is defined by Foucault b: Motto is defined as a sentence sometimes a word or
skaz-phrase stating the moral sentiment that binds logo to the sentences that follow e. Myth is defined as a
type of retrospective control narrative about heroic beings, arranged in coherent, also most offing in linear
BME beginning, middle, and end or cyclic sequence [ Chapter 3 ]. Plot is defined as a sentence stating
sequence of events that will get enterprise from mission to vision e. Polyphonic Dialogism is defined as fully
embodied plurality of multi-voicedness and unmerged consciousnesses, viewpoints or ideologies where none
takes pri-mary importance, not able to impose monovocal or monologic synthesis or con-sensus integration [
Chapter 2 ]. Polyphonic Strategy Story is defined as one written, visualized or orally told by all the
stakeholders to an organization. Very rare [ Chapter 4 ]. Polypi defined as dialogism of four types of
dialogisms [Introduction]: Polyphonic dialogism of multiple voices in interactive moment of the event horizon
Stylistic dialogism of types of telling orality, textuality and visuality that juxtapose Chronotopic dialogism of
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varied ways of narrating temporality and spatiality that interplay Architectonic dialogism, the interanimation
vibrations of cognitive, aesthetic, and ethical social or societal discourses Polypi dialogism is defined as the
dialogism of dialogisms of systemicity com-plexity Boje, , b, forthcoming b [ Chapter 2 ]. Polypi Strategy
Storying is defined as multi-dialogized complexity whereupon polyphonic, stylistic, chronotopic, and
architectonic dialogism collide. It is unlikely to be a something that is orchestratable [ Chapter 8 ]. Propaganda
or E4 is defined as a type of emergent story, one that is premeditated, and planted to spread, and transform
hero into fool, villain into victim, rogue into idol, victim into martyr, or any combinations of idol, clown,
rogue, fool, hero, vil-lain, or victim [ Chapter 3 ]. Quasi object or E8 is defined as a type of collective
emergent story. Deviants from collective status quo stir up controversy, sometimes rebellion [ Chapter 3 ].
Restorying is defined as deconstructing any dominant story, in order to develop a story out of fragments, that
can be liberatory from oppression White and Epston, [ Chapter 9 ]. Rhizome is defined as stem roots that
penetrate a lawn or envelope a tree trunk, rupturing in discontinuity and multiplicity [ Chapter 3 ]. Role was
defined by Mintzberg Rumor or E2 is defined as a type of emergent story that jumps the official or agreed
channels of communication [ Chapter 3 ]. It can become a control narrative when one way of thinking
dominates all the rooms. I would now add an architectural expression interpreting or expressing experience.
Story fabric is defined by four qualities along landscape and temporal dimensions: Storying is defined as the
more or less continuous behavior of getting story realized, getting others to take roles, to be part of either a
managed and directed story, or one that is more emergent and even collectively enacted [ Chapter 8 ]. Story
Turn is defined as a priori, transcendental logic and transcendental aesthetics. Story Rights are defined
differently in oral tradition than property rights, since each story is assumed to be owned by a memory of a
community, and can only be retold by another with explicit permission. Once in written form, and published
on paper or on line, it can be cited [ Chapter 3 ]. Strategy Narrative Forensics is defined as detection of clues
to solve a storytelling mystery. Forensics traces the history written by an elite and the genealogy of those left
out of history.
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From early in life, Du Bois was recognized for his extraordinary intellectual talents. Educated in the local
public schools, he graduated as valedictorian of his high school class in , and with the financial assistance of
friends and family, entered Fisk University as a sophomore in To earn additional money for his education, Du
Bois taught in country schools in Tennessee during the summer months, where he saw firsthand the bitter
influence of segregation and the harshest expressions of American racism. The more subtle discrimination he
had faced in Massachusetts coupled with this more menacing aspect encouraged Du Bois to take a more
aggressive stance against social injustice. Like most Americans at the time intent upon an academic career, Du
Bois enhanced his scholarly credentials by studying abroad. At the University of Berlin between and , Du Bois
was introduced to contemporary German social scientific theory and, more generally, he internalized the
German scholarly tradition of a synthetic approach to social issues, blending history, philosophy, economics,
and politics in the study of human social relations. Enamored of German culture, Du Bois also began to
recognize the international dimensions of the struggle for racial justice and the connections between racial
oppression and imperialist domination. Returning from Germany, Du Bois entered an extraordinarily busy and
productive period of life. In , he accepted an appointment on faculty of Wilberforce University; in , he
completed his dissertation; and in , he got married -- to Nina Gomer d. It behooves the United States,
therefore, in the interest both of scientific truth and of future social reform, carefully to study such chapters of
her history as that of the suppression of the slave-trade. The most obvious question which this study suggests
is: How far in a State can a recognized moral wrong safely be compromised? And although this chapter of
history can give us no definite answer suited to the ever-varying aspects of political life, yet it would seem to
warn any nation from allowing, through carelessness and moral cowardice, any social evil to grow. No persons
would have seen the Civil War with more surprise and horror than the Revolutionists of ; yet from the small
and apparently dying institution of their day arose the walled and castled Slave-Power. From this we may
conclude that it behooves nations as well as men to do things at the very moment when they ought to be done.
In , Du Bois also moved to an appointment as assistant instructor in sociology at the University of
Pennsylvania, undertaking an intensive analysis of the African American population of Philadelphia. The
resulting publication, The Philadelphia Negro , is often considered his most original and compelling scholarly
contribution, and it is a foundational work in the field of urban sociology. It is distinguished not only as an
exhaustive study of one population, but as a sensitive portrait of a population responding actively to social
stresses and to the demands of urban life, rather than seeing them either as passive victims or social cancer.
Moving next to Atlanta University to teach history and economics, from to , Du Bois built a Department of
Sociology with a national reputation. Perhaps the key to this reputation was the series of annual conferences
Du Bois established in Each year, he and his colleagues focused on a single issue confronting African
Americans, publishing the results in the Atlanta University Publications series. They planned, too, to return to
each subject at regular intervals to build the basis for the longitudinal study of social problems. Although the
Atlanta studies were not of uniformly high quality and were hampered by insufficient funding, taken together
they offer a significant empirical basis for social analysis of the African American community at the turn of
the turn of the twentieth century. He wrote numerous articles for the popular press and his book The Souls of
Black Folk brought him national attention. In retrospect, it may be his most enduring work, having become
part of the canon of African American literature. Among other things, the book spotlights the growing tensions
in the African American community between the accommodationism of Booker T. Washington apologizes for
injustice, North or South," Du Bois wrote, "does not rightly value the privilege and duty of voting, belittles the
emasculating effects of caste distinctions, and opposes the higher training and ambition of our brighter minds,
-- so far as he, the South, or the Nation, does this, -- we must unceasingly and firmly oppose them. While the
group never had a large membership, it did pave the way for the establishment in of the National Association
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for the Advancement of Colored People NAACP , an interracial organization based upon similar, though
somewhat less radical principles. His numerous articles and editorials in Crisis solidified his position as a
major spokesman for African American rights. Freed of his purely academic commitments, he also continued
to write for the popular press, publishing a number of highly regarded books, including The Negro , Darkwater
, The Gift of Black Folk , and the novels The Quest of the Silver Fleece and Dark Princess Among his most
ambitious projects was a pageant of Black history and Black consciousness, The Star of Ethiopia, written both
to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation and to provide a counterweight to the
racist Hollywood cinematic epic, Birth of a Nation. A poet, novelist, and playwright himself, Du Bois had a
deep interest in African American literature, from folk music to the writing of the Harlem Renaissance. Du
Bois even helped established a theatre troupe in , the Krigwa Players, in which "Negro actors before Negro
audiences interpret Negro life as depicted by Negro artists. First, he began increasingly to extend his analysis
of the color bar beyond the borders of the United States to the world scene. A vice-president of the first
Pan-African Conference in , Du Bois helped organize a series of Pan-African Congresses between and that
recognized the solidarities of people of color around the world and the need to combat racial oppression and
imperial domination of underdeveloped countries. Secondly, while the NAACP and Du Bois both insisted
upon the full integration of Blacks into the mainstream of American life, the onset of the Great Depression in
and the intransigence of whites on racial matters gradually led him toward a Black nationalist solution of the
race problem, stressing Black control of businesses, cooperatives, and other similar institutions as the key to
Black survival. Returning to Atlanta University, Du Bois resumed teaching duties and the scholarly life. His
Black Reconstruction ran directly counter to the predominantly white historiography of the Reconstruction
period by emphasizing the contributions of African Americans in the South during the years immediately after
the Civil War. Although the book was criticized by Marxists and Non-Marxists alike, its basic interpretation
was to become widely accepted by historians. He also wrote Black Folk, Then and Now and Dusk of Dawn ,
and in , he founded Phylon, a quarterly social science journal. With support from the Phelps-Stokes Fund, he
also became involved in the preparation of an Encyclopedia of the Negro, a work that saw only a preparatory
volume published. Still remarkably active and productive in his seventies, Du Bois retired from Atlanta
University in He soon returned to the NAACP, where his duties revolved around special research projects,
especially relating to the place of the African colonies in the postwar world, and where he served as consultant
for the NAACP to the United States delegation at the founding meeting of the United Nations. The old rifts,
however, were not so easily healed. In , he made his first and only foray into formal politics, running for the
U. Ironically, perhaps, this brush with formal politics was paired with a less congenial one. Although the
charges were dismissed as groundless later that year, the attack by an arm of his own government was a bitter
experience. Du Bois nevertheless continued his work in peace and international affairs, visiting Russia and
China. That same year, at the age of ninety-three, he moved to Ghana at the invitation of President Kwame
Nkrumah to serve as editor of an Encyclopedia Africana. Although poor health limited his work, Du Bois
continued to study and write. He took Ghanaian citizenship and on August 27, , died in Accra at the age of
ninety-five. Du Bois was survived by his second wife, the writer Shirley Graham Du Bois, whom he had
married in Over his lifetime Du Bois wrote or edited more than three dozen books and hundreds of articles.
His accomplishments were many. As an activist and organizer, Du Bois helped usher in the modern civil
rights movement by founding and building the Niagara Movement and NAACP, and he helped create
periodicals that became important voices for Black identity. As a scholar and founder of American sociology,
he contributed early and important works in the literature of demography, race sociology and research
methodology, he helped define the continuous social survey and the fields of social stratification and race
relations. As a writer, his work earned him election to the National Institute of Arts and Letters. A generation
after his death, Du Bois remains a potent figure internationally, and a source of inspiration for millions. Scope
of collection The W. Du Bois Papers, , document virtually every stage in his long career and show his
involvement in many areas of twentieth century racial, literary, and social reform movements. The earliest
letter in the collection, a note to his grandmother, dates from when Du Bois was just nine years old. Among
the latest is the draft of a letter, written not long before his death in , appealing to the leaders of the Soviet
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Union and China to heal the divisions that had arisen in the world communist movement. They are at their
fullest during his period with the NAACP as editor of The Crisis, , and they remain nearly as abundant for the
last thirty years of his life,
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Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy. Review Essay by Thomas K. McCraw, Harvard Business
School. Of course it does. Has there been a more penetrating analyst of capitalism than Joseph Schumpeter?
No, I do not think there has. Schumpeter led a melodramatic life , moving from Austria to England to Egypt to
Germany before coming to Harvard for good in He was a phenomenally productive scholar, despite
occasional forays into business and government in addition to a plethora of romantic liaisons that included
three marriages. His first published article appeared in , his last in His output included fifteen books several of
immense length , six pamphlets, about one hundred book reviews, and articles, comments, and occasional
pieces. Long after his death, his influence continues to grow. A Reference Guide appeared in and ran to over
pages. Since then, several dozen articles on Schumpeter have appeared, in addition to biographies by Eduard
M? All of this work has enriched our knowledge of this remarkable polymath. Just how great was
Schumpeter? Tibor Scitovsky places him at the very top: Scherer and Richard R. Scherer, a prolific scholar
and author of a standard textbook in industrial organization, acknowledges his intellectual debts in a book
entitled Innovation and Growth: His aversion to equilibrium as a realistic picture of capitalist economies
restricts the mathematicization of his system. Then, too, because he insisted on fusing economics with history,
sociology, and psychology, the number of variables becomes almost impossible for the analyst to control.
Certain standard tools of economics, such as static equilibrium and macroeconomic analysis, can therefore
disguise reality and mislead scholars and students. The virtues of capitalismâ€”in particular its steady but
gradual pattern of growthâ€”are long-run and hard to see; its defects, such as inequality and apparent
monopoly, are short-run and conspicuously visible. Translated into at least sixteen languages, it still sells
widely in paperback editions. Although the author often compared it unfavorably with his more scholarly
books, it retains its seminal quality three generations after it appeared. Only three years before the appearance
of this great work, Schumpeter had brought out another book he thought would be his magnum opus: The
virtues of the second book, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, can be fully understood only against the
shortcomings of this prior work. The first problem with Business Cycles was its extraordinary and wholly
unnecessary length. Though the explanation of cycles remained problematical, the historical vision was
squarely on point: It was the most thorough and important of the reviews, kindhearted in tone but still
devastating. Still, Kuznets wrote, business cycles are essentially quantitative phenomena. It is as though
Schumpeter, now deeply pessimistic about the state of the world, decided to unburden himself not only on
economics but on a broad array of other subjects as well. Hence the candor and breadth of the book, which
produced thousands of future citations by scholars in sociology, history, economics, and other disciplines. Nor
is it merely expanding in a steady manner. Every situation is being upset before it has had time to work itself
out. Economic progress, in capitalist society, means turmoil. Certainly his critique of Marx is full of insight: I
do not think it can. His purpose was to lay bare the core nature of capitalismâ€”to show how it works, to
demonstrate why, on balance, it is a good thing; and then to highlight its fragility. The capitalist achievement
does not typically consist in providing more silk stockings for queens but in bringing them within the reach of
factory girls in return for steadily decreasing amounts of effort. Going up and going down means making and
losing money. The promises of wealth and the threats of destitution that [this arrangement] holds out, it
redeems with ruthless promptitude. If we look more closely at the conditions. These new situations do not
easily lend themselves to mathematical modeling. It is what capitalism consists in and what every capitalist
concern has got to live in. It must be seen in its role in the perennial gale of creative destruction; it cannot be
understood irrespective of it or, in fact, on the hypothesis that there is a perennial lull. As long as this is not
recognized, the investigator does a meaningless job. He mounts a devastating attack on what he regards as
popular American attitudes toward this subject, which, in his judgment, spill over onto big business in general.
He argues that the very nature of giant, capital-intensive enterprise requires strategic behavior not
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contemplated by orthodox economic theory except to the extent that the theory holds such behavior
monopolistic. As a matter of historical record, Schumpeter insists, long-run price rigidities are practically
unknown. The same is true of long-run cases of monopoly, which are rarer than instances of perfect
competition. Organizational innovation, not monopolistic profits, accounted for the prosperity of most great
companies. They should be viewed with pride and awe, not with detestation and fear. They largely create what
they exploit. He implies that it has evolved from an analytical tool of theoretical economics into an ideal
toward which theory should guide public policy. This, he suggests, is catastrophic: If we try to visualize how
perfect competition works or would work in the process of creative destruction, we arrive at a still more
discouraging result. In the last resort, [cases approaching perfect competition, such as] American agriculture,
English coal mining, [and] the English textile industry are costing consumers much more and are affecting
total output much more injuriously than they would if controlled, each of them, by a dozen good brains. His
reasoning proceeds as follows: In pre-capitalist times, no sheer economic achievement, by itself, could
advance anyone into the ruling class. It was hard to succeed in business, yet success remained inglorious: The
stock exchange is a poor substitute for the Holy Grail. Efficiency is only one of many human desiderata, and
perhaps not the most important one. Capitalism all but destroyed most of the secular underpinnings of
civilized societyâ€”the manor, village, and craft guild. Yet it replaced these institutions with nothing: Because
capitalist evolution, and particularly the rise of big business, attacks masses of small producers and merchants,
it alienates its natural allies, indirectly giving reinforcements to the enemy. Capitalism works gradual changes
within the psyches of individuals. The philosophical case for capitalism is beyond the intellectual capacity of
most persons, even most economists. The rise of mass media makes this situation more dangerous by
multiplying the access of demagogues to short-run human instincts and desires. Bureaucracies in Europe
antedate the capitalist epoch and owe no allegiance to bourgeois values. Most alarming of all, the bourgeois
family may disintegrate. Even in contemporary America, a unique opportunity for the development of an
advanced capitalist society stood on the edge of disaster. A second edition, which appeared in , attracted wider
notice, and the third, in , became an international best-seller. His natural sympathy is all with the heroic age of
expanding capitalism. The intellectual rigor of his analysis sets a standard that liberal writers should try to
meet. Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy After 40 Years. Thus, he had overlooked some important
changes that now in the s were clearer: Heilbroner, a first-rate stylist himself, judged Capitalism, Socialism
and Democracy partly on artistic terms: There is also pomposity and pedantry, mixed with an arrogance that
teeters on the edge of a dangerous elitism. This thesis holds that as a country grows richer investment
opportunities shrink but the propensity to save increases; therefore savings and investment balance only at
high unemployment. With incomparable skill he made history go through time as one stream. Only the very
greatest books do this, and age so well. Chandler, Strategy and Structure: MIT Press, , p. The Dynamics of
Industrial Capitalism, Cambridge: Harvard University Press pp. Harvard University Press, , pp. Technology,
Economics, and History, New York: Cambridge University Press, Schumpeter often spoke on the relationship
between history and theory: Free Press, , p. Scherer, Innovation and Growth: Schumpeterian Perspectives,
Cambridge, MA: Nelson and Sidney G. Harvard University Press, Part V of this book pp. See, in general,
Richard V. Clemence and Francis S. What Does the Schumpeterian Hypothesis Imply? Kamien and Nancy L.
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7: Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy
In this new addition to the Harper Perennial Modern Thought series, preeminent economist Joseph Schumpeter, author
of Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, offers his celebrated answer to question everyone is now asking: Can
Capitalism Survive?

This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. June Learn how and when to remove this template
message Part I: The Marxian Doctrine[ edit ] Schumpeter devotes the first 56 pages of the book to an analysis
of Marxian thought and the place within it for entrepreneurs. Noteworthy is the way that Schumpeter points
out the difference between the capitalist and the entrepreneur, a distinction that he claims Marx would have
been better served to make p. The analysis of Marx is broken down into four roles that Schumpeter ascribes to
the writer prophet, sociologist, economist, and teacher. The section Marx the Prophet explains that if nothing
else Marx would have been received well by people who needed a theory to explain what was happening in
their society. He also deals with the concept of crisis and business cycle, two economic theories that Marx
pioneered p. On page 53 he argues that the theory better predicts English and Dutch colonial experiences in
the Tropics but fails when applied to New England for example. Of these, Creative destruction has been
absorbed into standard economic theory. This section constructs a view of capitalism which ultimately tends
toward corporatism which, he suggests, will be its own undoing. The five sections in this Part are: Socialism
and Democracy[ edit ] This section debates how well democracy and socialism will fit together. A Historical
Sketch of Socialist Parties[ edit ] This part develops five periods of socialist thought. The intellectual and
social climate needed to allow entrepreneurship to thrive will not exist in advanced capitalism; it will be
replaced by socialism in some form. There will not be a revolution, but merely a trend for social democratic
parties to be elected to parliaments as part of the democratic process. Schumpeter emphasizes throughout this
book that he is analyzing trends, not engaging in political advocacy. The term "intellectuals" denotes a class of
persons in a position to develop critiques of societal matters for which they are not directly responsible and
able to stand up for the interests of strata to which they themselves do not belong. One of the great advantages
of capitalism, he argues, is that as compared with pre-capitalist periods, when education was a privilege of the
few, more and more people acquire higher education. The availability of fulfilling work is however limited
and this, coupled with the experience of unemployment, produces discontent. The intellectual class is then
able to organise protest and develop critical ideas against free markets and private property , even though these
institutions are necessary for their existence. Because of the significant barriers to entry that monopolies enjoy,
new entrants have to be radically different: The threat of market entry keeps monopolists and oligopolists
disciplined and competitive, ensuring they invest their profits in new products and ideas. Schumpeter believed
that it is this innovative quality that makes capitalism the best economic system.
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I have no goods or services to market. I am in the world but not of the world being off and into here and now
in Bali, at my age 78 and retired - I have been looking for places that truely want to inform, guide, and help on
the path to enlightenment and find they all have something to sell. What do you feel and think about the state
of the planet, of your country, your community, your tribe, family, work, money, security, future, faith,
politics, economics, whatever - here is a sight and sound poem â€” poems just are - it is much better to watch
the program several times - there is a lot in you to find in it. Socrates did not write because the true, the good,
and the beautiful is in you, me, all of us; every souls on earth - and our truth, goodness and beauty is our very
own; we are all different in experience, genes, social position, education and in time and space; you can find in
yourself, your dreams, your passions, your hopes and fears, surface and deep desires, needs and wants, who
you really are. Take the soul train to glory. Wake up and come out of the shadows, illusions, false beliefs, that
limit, hold you back, take the road to freedom. For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face:
And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but the greatest of these [is] charity. In a movie with English
title Road to Life was produced. Great insight into primordial tribal reality that is in the back of all our brains.
The core of the shift is that inspection, fixed procedures and rules, close supervision, only make things worse
beyond rote activity. It is quality is not oddments hung on the tree but needs to grow from the roots. By
introducing a technique to probe the unconscious mind, Freud provided useful tools for understanding the
secret desires of the masses. Ayn Rand screenplay Stars: Team work creates a level of high energy, creativity,
focus, and joy. The excitement and energy of groups is know to good leaders, teachers, coaches, and
managers, everywhere and in all times. Organizations that can promote the formation and support of small,
stable, focused groups. These groups are and will be winners. This is the secret of Z organization, quality
circles Deming , those who will thrive in the new world economy do so because of effective work groups.
These organizations are quick and flexible in the rapid changing market. Ehrlich Author , John P. Holdren
Author , Anne H. The Ghost in the Machine is a non-fiction work in philosophical psychology written by
Arthur Koestler and published in The title is a phrase to describe the Cartesian dualist account of the
mindâ€”body relationship. From the German source. Expounded mainly by Joseph Campbell in The Hero
with a Thousand Faces, it illustrates several uniting themes of hero stories that hold similar ideas of what a
hero represents, despite vastly different cultures and beliefs. Within these stages there are several archetypes
that the hero or heroine may follow including the call to adventure which they may initially refuse ,
supernatural aid, proceeding down a road of trials, achieving a realization about themselves or an apotheosis ,
and attaining the freedom to live through their quest or journey. The occasion is piled high with difficulty, and
we must rise with the occasion. As our case is new, so we must think anew and act anew. We must disenthrall
ourselves, and then we shall save our country.. The enlightenment of the masons was the radical belief that
people could govern themselves. The current crisis is to confirm that such a government by the people, of the
people and for the people:
9: Appalachian Liberation Library
In this definitive third and final edition () of his masterwork, Joseph A. Schumpeter introduced the world to the concept of
"creative destruction," which forever altered how global economics is approached and perceived.
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